We have demonstrated single-shot measurement of electron diffraction patterns for a single-crystal gold foil using 340 keV electron pulses accelerated by intense femtosecond laser pulses with an intensity of 2 ϫ 10 18 W / cm 2 . The measured electron beam profile is faithfully reproduced by the numerical simulation of the electron trajectory, providing evidence that the electron pulse spontaneously expands in time owing to the velocity spread produced in the acceleration process, but is not distorted in an irreversible nonlinear manner. This study shows that the laser acceleration is promising for the development of pulse compression methods for single-shot femtosecond electron diffraction. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3226674͔
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Ultrafast electron diffraction ͑UED͒ is a very sensitive and useful method for investigating the transient structures and dynamics of atomic and molecular systems on femtosecond to picosecond time scales. [1] [2] [3] [4] In UED instruments, electron pulses are generated by photoemission with a femtosecond laser and accelerated by a static electric field up to several tens of keV, and consequently a temporal resolution of up to the subpicosecond time scale is demonstrated. However, the highest resolution is obtained only at a low electron flux. This is attributed to electron pulse expansion due to the space-charge effect in the pulse; therefore, the number of electrons per pulse for a given time resolution is limited. 5, 6 Nevertheless, in several recent developments, both the number of electrons and the temporal resolution have been considerably improved to a level that allows the observation of irreversible phenomena with a subpicosecond time resolution. [7] [8] [9] As an example of the most advanced UED technology, Harb et al. 8 observed an irreversible order-todisorder phase transition of Si crystals using 200 fs electron pulses. The diffraction images presented were averaged over about ten shots, each taken at a fresh sample position. However the space-charge effect is still the most important issue, limiting the number of electrons to less than 10 4 per pulse. As long as a photoemission-based electron source is used without introducing additional techniques, it is no longer likely that the number of electrons can be increased by one order of magnitude to perform single-shot measurements.
Pulse compression for UED is the most promising scheme for overcoming the limitation mentioned above. 2, 10, 11 By imposing a negative tilt over the length of an electron pulse in its longitudinal phase-space distribution ͑slow electrons leading to fast electrons͒, the pulse can be compressed during its flight in free space to achieve a very high electron density at a certain point. Electron pulses with such a phasespace distribution have been demonstrated in relativistic electron accelerators, where either static magnetic fields 12 or time-dependent electric fields 13 are employed, and have been applied in 5 MeV UED.
14 However, energies in the MeV range are not suitable for general applications due to several disadvantages such as a rather short de Broglie wavelength, small cross section of elastic scattering, and high radiation damage to samples. A recently proposed scheme to compress self-expanded electron pulses by using the space-charge effect is promising to perform pulse compression in the 100 keV energy range. 11 Numerical simulation shows that the self-expanded pulses have a linear positive tilt in the longitudinal phase space, and can be reversed and compressed to less than 100 fs using a radio-frequency ͑rf͒ cavity. However, this method has not yet been realized and to determine the actual compressibility, more experimental studies are necessary.
The laser ponderomotive acceleration of electrons in plasma produced by an intense femtosecond laser pulse [15] [16] [17] may be a promising method for generating compressible electron pulses in the sub-MeV range. At intensities approaching 10 18 W / cm 2 , the ponderomotive potential of near-infrared light becomes as high as the relativistic electron energy, and direct acceleration of electrons occurs through interactions with laser fields at the plasma surface. [18] [19] [20] Such an acceleration scheme provides an extremely strong acceleration field compared with conventional electrostatic or RF accelerations. The enormous electric field allows for a marked reduction in the time required for acceleration to levels as short as the laser pulse duration ͑less than 100 fs͒. 21 More conveniently, laser-accelerated electrons are broadly distributed in energy, and all electrons are accelerated at the same time ͑in the degree of laser pulse duration͒. Such an electron pulse rapidly expands in the longitudinal direction during its flight, but the expanding process can be reversed using existing techniques [11] [12] [13] since electrons in a pulse are distributed with a linear tilt in phase space. The following considerations lead us to expect that laser accelerated electron sources have advantages of both compressibility and brightness when compared with conventional photoemission-based electron sources. First, no additional process of energy spreading such as the space-charge effect is required. Thus, the irreversible changes of phase-space structure caused by the nonlinearity of the energy spreading process can be prevented. When the space-charge effect is small enough to be negligible, the phase-space time- evolution hardly depends on the conditions of electron pulse generation such as the temporal shape of the laser pulses used to generate electrons, the number of generated electrons, and the transverse spatial distribution of electron emission. This feature will facilitate precise and stable pulse compression. Second, the electron emission flux is not limited by optical damage of the cathode material. Thus, laser-plasma based electron sources have the potential for a radical increase of electron emission flux. For example, increases of laser intensity and pulse energy, 16, 22 control of prelaser pulses, 23 and optimization of target material and geometry 16, 24 contribute the increase of electron emission flux.
Before focusing on the stage mentioned above, it is important to show that plasma produced with intense laser pulses yields a sufficient number of electrons for single-shot UED. In this paper, sub-MeV electrons are generated from plasma produced by irradiating a tightly focused terawatt femtosecond laser pulse on a solid target. By simply using a magnetic lens, a monoenergetic electron pulse beam with a central energy of about 340 keV, which has sufficient beam intensity to take a single-shot diffraction pattern, has been produced.
Electron pulses are generated in the setup shown in Fig.  1 . Laser pulses of a Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse amplification system ͓central wavelength 800 nm, repetition rate 10 Hz, pulse energy 60 mJ, pulse duration 130 fs, energy stability 2% rms ͑Ref. 25͔͒ were focused with an f / 3.5 off-axis parabolic mirror onto a polyethylene film with a thickness of 12 m in vacuum of 10 −2 Pa. To prevent the reflected laser pulses from returning into the laser system, the angle of incidence was set at 10°from the normal. The full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ and the Strehl ratio of the focused beam were measured to be 4 m and 0.4, respectively, resulting in an intensity of 2 ϫ 10 18 W / cm 2 on the target. Amplified spontaneous emission was estimated to be less than 10 −7 of the peak intensity of the laser pulses. The polyethylene film target with a diameter of 90 mm is rotated across the laser focus at a velocity of about 5 mm/s, making it possible to accumulate up to 10 4 shots in a single run. The displacement of the position of the target surface during the operation was actively corrected by a computer-controlled positioning stage to be less than Ϯ5 m. A portion of the electrons emitted from the target were collimated with a magnetic lens assembled from two circularly symmetric iron pole pieces and a permanent magnet. The magnetic lens had a focal length of about 10 mm at an electron energy of 340 keV. To obtain a low-divergence beam, two apertures with a diameter of 1 mm were placed behind the magnetic lens at distances of 1.5 and 20 cm from the target. The sample for electron diffraction was placed immediately behind the second aperture. In order to detect electrons, a phosphor screen and a lenscoupled electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera ͑Hamamatsu Photonics, C9100-13͒ were used. The separation between the sample and the screen was 540 mm. The phosphor screen was made by coating P43 phosphor powder on a titanium foil of 3 m thickness. The sensitivity of this detection system was calibrated using a commercially available imaging plate ͑Fujifilm, FDL-UR-V͒.
Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑c͒ shows a measured electron beam profile obtained with single-shot laser irradiation in the absence of a sample. The spatial width of the electron beam image was measured to be 0.5 mm ͑FWHM͒. Owing to the very broad momentum distribution of the laser-generated electrons, a "skirt" around the focused beam was formed, and this part included electrons whose momentum was lower or higher than that of the focused beam. The total number of electrons which arrived at the phosphor screen, including the skirt part, was estimated to be 4.2ϫ 10 5 ͑ϳ0.07 pC͒ from Fig. 2͑a͒ . The number of electrons in the focused part, within the FWHM range, was 6 ϫ 10 4 ͑ϳ0.01 pC͒. The shot-to-shot fluctuation in the number of electrons was about 10% rms with a laser pulse energy fluctuation of 2% rms. The number of electrons linearly increased with increasing laser pulse energy from 30 to 60 mJ without significant increase in the electron beam size. This result suggests that increasing laser energy is one possible way to increase the electron beam intensity. At pulse energies lower than about 30 mJ, the electron beam was not detected in this experiment.
Numerical simulations of the electron trajectories were carried out using the GENERAL PARTICLE TRACER code 26 in order to model the electron beam. The space charge effect was not taken into account in the present simulations. The initial momentum and angular distributions of the electrons emitted from the laser-irradiated target were assumed to be uniform. The initial spatial distribution of the emitted electrons is assumed to be Gaussian. When the electrons are initially distributed at a FWHM of 4 m, which is as large as the laser focal spot, the calculated electron beam profile at the phosphor screen shows good agreement with the experimental results, as shown in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ . On the other hand, when the electrons are initially distributed at a point, the beam profile shows a much smaller FWHM ͑about ten times͒. Therefore the observed beam profile was not determined by aberrations of the magnetic lens. This result proves that the electron emission area is as large as the laserirradiated area. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2͑b͒ , we also estimated the momentum distribution based on the simulation result. The momentum spread of all electrons that reached the phosphor screen is as broad as about 10% of the average momentum. However, since electrons with too high or too low a momentum are not focused on a tight spot at the phosphor screen, a relatively narrow momentum spread can be obtained within the focused spot. The peak momentum and momentum spread of the electrons in the focused part, within the FWHM range, are estimated to be 685 keV/c ͑344 keV in energy͒ and 1.3% ͑FWHM͒, respectively. From the momentum difference within the focused electron beam, we can estimate the electron pulse duration to be of the order of 10 ps at the sample point.
To demonstrate the imaging of single-shot electron diffraction, diffraction patterns were taken using a 10-nm-thick single-crystal Au foil as a sample. The sample was set on a copper mesh used for general transmission electron microscope observations and was oriented along the ͑001͒ zone axis. Figure 3͑a͒ shows a measured single-shot diffraction pattern of the Au sample. Clear diffraction spots of the ͑020͒, ͑200͒, and ͑220͒ planes can be observed. The peak intensities of the diffraction spots were sufficiently strong to be detected. For example, the ͑020͒ spot intensity was about 50 times higher than the rms background noise of the image. In multiple-shot measurement, the clarity of the image was improved. As shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , second-order diffraction spots of ͑040͒ became clearly visible with ten-shot accumulation. From the distance of the diffraction spots and the known lattice parameters of Au, the electron momentum was estimated to be 680 keV/c ͑340 keV in energy͒, which is in fairly good agreement with the present simulation result.
In summary, we have demonstrated the imaging of single-shot picosecond electron diffraction with sub-MeV electron pulses generated by acceleration in plasma produced by intense femtosecond laser pulses. Hence, the laseraccelerated electron pulse beam is a very promising candidate for an intense electron source for UED. The generated electron beam is highly reversible in both the transverse and longitudinal directions since the fairly good agreement between the numerical simulations and the measurement results of the transverse beam profile supports the assumptions that there is no space-charge effect around the electron emission source and that the emission area is comparable in size to the laser-irradiated area. The brightness of the electron source needs to be increased by one order of magnitude to accommodate various applications. However, taking into account that the conditions of laser irradiation and target have not been optimized in the present experiment and that the brightness will be improved through various approaches such as increasing the laser pulse energy, laser-accelerated electron sources have a high potential for use in single shot UED.
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